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1. Introduction

The problem of explaining firms’ capital structure is intensely debated in corpo-
rate finance. One of the most popular models of corporate financing decisions
in the literature is the pecking order theory of Myers (1984). It is based on the
argument in Myers and Majluf (1984) that asymmetric information problems
drive the capital structure of firms. Myers (1984) argues that if managers know
more than the rest of the market about their firm’s value (information asymme-
try), the market penalizes the issuance of securities (like equity) whose expected
payoffs are crucially related to the assessment of such a value. Therefore, the
pecking order theory predicts that companies should use stock issuances to
cover financing deficits only as a last resort, after cheaper, less information-
sensitive alternatives (like internal cash, bank debt, or public debt) have been
exhausted.

Tests of the pecking order theory have focused on this main prediction of
the model. Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) conclude that the pecking order
offers a good approximation to firms’ financing behavior. Their inference is
challenged by Fama and French (2002); and Frank and Goyal (2003). Lemmon
and Zender (2004) counter this challenge by controlling for the value of main-
taining financial slack for future investment and to avoid financial distress. Yet,
Leary and Roberts (2004) incorporate financial slack in their explicit analysis
of the hierarchy of financing policies generated by the pecking order theory
and do not find support for it. In short, the existing evidence on the pecking
order is mixed.

In sharp contrast to those studies, in this article we do not seek to test the pre-
dictions of the pecking order theory. Instead, we evaluate its core assumption—
i.e., information asymmetry as the determinant of capital structure decisions.1

As Fama and French (2005) observe, ultimately the pecking order theory posits
that information asymmetry is an important (or perhaps even the sole) deter-
minant of firms’ capital structure. However, no test has ever been performed
to ascertain the empirical viability of that basic assumption of the theory. In
other words, we still do not know whether information asymmetry drives firms’
capital structure decisions. That is the specific question we address in this re-
search. In particular, we study the conformity of those decisions to the pecking
order theory for different degrees of information asymmetry. If the theory cor-
rectly describes the funding process of corporations, we expect this conformity
to be greater the higher is the estimated intensity of perceived information
asymmetry between managers and all other market participants.

The first step in our analysis is to gather information asymmetry proxies
to use as cross-sectional conditioning variables. For that purpose, we consider
several measures of adverse selection developed by the market microstructure
literature. This represents an important innovation of our study. The pecking

1 Accordingly, Frank and Goyal (2003, p. 237) note that “it is natural to examine firms that are commonly thought
to be particularly subject to adverse selection problems” when testing the pecking order theory.
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order theory of Myers (1984); and Myers and Majluf (1984) is based on adverse
selection between firm managers and market participants. Market microstruc-
ture measures of information asymmetry are designed to capture adverse se-
lection between a larger category of agents (informed traders) and the rest of
the market (uninformed traders). In other words, firm managers constitute a
subset of informed traders in the market who, in turn, constitute a subset of all
traders in the market. Therefore, market microstructure measures of informa-
tion asymmetry are (imperfect) proxies for the financial markets’ perception
of the information advantage held by firm insiders and the resulting adverse
selection costs; and those costs are what ultimately affect the cost of issuing
information-sensitive securities.

Market microstructure proxies of information asymmetry are based on the
notion—set forth by an extensive theoretical literature—that market liquidity
in general, and transaction costs (e.g., the bid-ask spread) in particular, consist
of three primary components: order processing, inventory, and adverse selec-
tion. The latter, crucial to our analysis, compensates liquidity providers for
transacting with better-informed traders and increases with the degree of infor-
mation asymmetry. A number of studies develop statistical models to extract
this component from existing proxies for an asset’s liquidity. These models
can be broken down into three groups. Within the first group, inference about
adverse selection is made from the serial covariance properties of the time
series of observed asset returns. Within the second group, inference about ad-
verse selection is based on the interaction between trading volume and asset
returns. Within the last group, the extent of adverse selection is gauged from
the estimation of structural models of the arrival of information-based trades.

We estimate measures of information asymmetry for each of these classes
of models: the adverse selection portions of both the quoted and Roll’s (1984)
effective bid-ask spread (as in George, Kaul, and Nimalendran 1991), the return-
volume coefficient of Llorente et al. (2002), and the probability of informed
trading of Easley et al. (1996). Unfortunately, the often scarce availability of
trade and quote data limits these measures’ simultaneous coverage of as many
companies as possible for as long as possible in the universe of U.S. firms.
This is a potentially serious limitation, for Frank and Goyal (2003) show that
inference about the pecking order theory is sensitive to firm-year sample size.
Thus, we also compute three broader measures of stock liquidity: the price
impact measure of Amihud (2002), the (Amivest) liquidity ratio of Cooper,
Groth, and Avera (1985) and Amihud, Mendelson, and Lauterbach (1997), and
the reversal coefficient of Pastor and Stambaugh (2003). At any point in time,
the latter three measures are likely to be driven by adverse selection, yet not
exclusively so. To address this issue, we form an index of adverse selection as
the first principal component of either the level of or change in all of the seven
proxies described above (when available).

This index has several desirable properties. First, a burgeoning literature
finds its constituents to be sensitive to a wide array of potentially informative
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corporate events (e.g., earnings, dividends, M&A, bankruptcy, or takeover
announcements) and firm characteristics (e.g., opaqueness of assets, credit
ratings, or ownership structure). Second, the corporate finance literature com-
monly measures companies’ degree of information asymmetry according to
ex ante firm characteristics (e.g., their relative size, growth opportunities, or
tangibility of their assets). Unfortunately, these measures are often inconsis-
tent, as well as inherently static and persistent. Our index’s constituents are
instead designed to capture financial markets’ time-varying perception of the
information advantage held by firm insiders. Fourth, and unlike our index’s con-
stituents, more dynamic proxies for adverse selection also popular in the corpo-
rate finance literature (e.g., analyst coverage, dispersion of analysts’ forecasts,
magnitude of earnings surprises, or residual stock return volatility) have mul-
tiple, often ad hoc interpretations. Fifth, the index displays sensible economic
traits.

As important, the inference from our analysis, based on this index, is as
strong as to provide ex post validation of its use. Overall, we find that our
proxies for both the extent of and change in firm-level adverse selection help
explain the capital structure decisions of U.S. firms between 1973 and 2002.
We begin by examining the slope coefficient in a regression of change in
debt against financing deficit (as in Shyam-Sunder and Myers 1999) for firms
sorted each fiscal year by information asymmetry deciles from the lowest
to the highest. We find that the cross-sectional variation in the response of
firms’ debt issuances to their financing deficits is related (in a statistically and
economically significant fashion) not only to the relative severity of, but also to
the change in, those firms’ information asymmetry, consistent with the pecking
order theory: the greater (the increase in) a firm’s adverse selection costs (over
the previous fiscal year), the greater the portion of its financing deficit that firm
will fund through debt in the current fiscal year. For instance, we estimate that
on average, for every dollar of financing deficit to cover, firms in the highest
adverse selection decile issue 30 cents of debt more than firms in the lowest
decile. These patterns are robust to disaggregating firms’ financing deficits
into its main components (dividends, real investments, and cash flow) and to
controlling for size, tangibility, and the intensity of insider trading—popular
alternative proxies for firm-level information asymmetry—as well as for other
firm characteristics, such as Q ratio, stock return volatility, and stock turnover.

Issues with the power of these tests have been raised in the literature (e.g.,
Chirinko and Singha 2000). We address them by employing a number of al-
ternative testing strategies that allow us to assess more directly the importance
of information asymmetry in the cross section of firms’ capital structure deci-
sions. Specifically, we estimate firm fixed effects panel regressions of the level
of (or change in) firm leverage (as in Rajan and Zingales 1995; and Frank and
Goyal 2003) on our adverse selection index, four conventional firm characteris-
tics (tangibility, profitability, sales, and market-to-book ratio), insider trading,
stock return volatility, and turnover (or on their first differences). We find that
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the cross-sectional variation in firms’ capital structures is related to both the
extent of and the change in our measures of firm-level adverse selection, the
more so the greater the portion of firms’ value due to assets-in-place, even after
controlling for conventional leverage factors in the literature.

According to Myers (2001), the pecking order theory was originally con-
ceived as a conditional theory relating firms’ information differences to their
capital structure decisions. Consistent with this interpretation, our evidence
(1) explains why the pecking order is often found only partially successful in
interpreting the whole of firms’ debt issuance choices, and (2) shows that the
pecking order performs better when its basic assumptions hold more closely in
the data, as should reasonably be expected of any model.

We proceed as follows. In Section 2, we form our measure of firm-level
adverse selection and comment on its properties. In Section 3, we perform
several empirical tests of the pecking order theory conditional upon this measure
and interpret our findings. We conclude in Section 4.

2. Measuring Information Asymmetry

The problem of measuring the information asymmetry about a firm’s value,
hence about the payoffs of its securities, has been extensively analyzed
in the market microstructure literature.2 This line of research stems from
Bagehot’s (1971) observation that adverse selection due to the presence of
better-informed traders in a financial market may affect its process of price
formation. It is reasonable to believe that market players in closer touch with
a firm and its business (e.g., employees, suppliers, analysts, traders) are those
who possess better information about that firm and trade on it.3 Based on
this premise, market microstructure attempts to estimate the extent of infor-
mation asymmetry about a firm from observed market data (quotes, bid-ask
spreads, trades, and transaction prices). These efforts have caught the atten-
tion of other areas of finance, for they may help researchers identify such
an intrinsically elusive concept as a firm’s information environment. This has
been especially the case in corporate finance. Notably, microstructure mea-
sures have been found significantly sensitive to numerous important corporate
events.4

2 See O’Hara (1995) for an extensive review.

3 For example, many studies (e.g., Seyhun 1986) show that corporate insiders earn positive abnormal returns when
trading in their companies’ securities.

4 An incomplete list includes earnings (Lee, Mucklow, and Ready 1993), M&A (Chae 2005), bankruptcy
(Serednyakov 2002), dividend (Graham, Koski, and Loewenstein 2006), stock splits (Desai, Nimalendran, and
Venkataraman 1998), bond rating (Chae 2005), and takeover (Jennings 1994) announcements, as well as analyst
coverage (Brennan and Subrahmanyam 1995), the opaqueness of banking firms’ assets (Flannery, Kwan, and
Nimalendran 2004), firms’ ownership structure (Heflin and Shaw 2000), disclosure quality (Heflin, Shaw, and
Wild 2005), credit ratings (Odders-White and Ready 2006), and investment sensitivity to stock price (Chen,
Goldstein, and Jiang 2007).
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Prior microstructure work suggests a number of measures of adverse selec-
tion. Most of these measures rely upon the notion that the intensity of asym-
metric information about the value of an asset is an important determinant of
that asset’s liquidity. Yet, the concept of liquidity (the ability to trade promptly
and with little or no price impact) is also intrinsically elusive and multifaceted
(see Hasbrouck 2005). In addition, many of these measures are estimated with
high-frequency trade and quote data, whose sparseness limits both their time
series and cross-sectional use in corporate finance. Lastly, concordance across
these measures is often modest (e.g., Clarke and Shastri 2001; and Hasbrouck
2005).

To address these issues, we form a composite index of adverse selection
for each firm in the COMPUSTAT database within each fiscal year between
1972 and 2002.5 The firm-level index is based on the common cross-sectional
variation of either the level of or the annual change in four direct measures
of information asymmetry (the adverse selection component of both quoted
and effective bid-ask spreads, the probability of informed trading, and the
relation between daily volume and first-order return autocorrelation) and three
broader measures of market liquidity (the liquidity ratio, the illiquidity ratio,
and the reversal coefficient) computed mostly from CRSP data. The latter
three measures are more widely available than the former four, especially
over the earlier part of our sample period. Hence, they allow us to retain
as many firm-year datapoints as possible from the COMPUSTAT universe.
However, at any point in time, any of those liquidity measures may not be
driven exclusively by adverse selection. We minimize the likelihood that these
measures are connected to “noninformational” liquidity by combining them
with the first four “informational” proxies into a (level or change) index based
exclusively on their first principal component. Next, we describe each of those
microstructure measures, the procedure for the construction of our index, and
the index’s basic properties.6

2.1 Index constituents

Most microstructure models of asymmetric information assume that better-
informed agents use their informational advantage to profit from trading. The
resulting adverse selection risk induces market-makers to post quotes not only
compensating them for holding undesired inventory and providing liquidity, but
also offsetting their expected losses versus informed traders with gains from
uninformed traders. Therefore, observed measures of market liquidity—most
notably the bid-ask spread—should depend not only on inventory, transaction,
and order-processing costs but also on adverse selection costs. Much research
has been devoted to estimating the adverse selection component of the bid-ask

5 Following standard practice (e.g., Frank and Goyal 2003), we exclude financial firms (SIC 6000-6999), regulated
utilities (SIC 4900-4999), firms involved in major mergers (COMPUSTAT footnote code AB), firms with missing
book value of assets, and a small number of firms that report format codes 4, 5, or 6.

6 Further details on the estimation of these measures are available in a previous version of this paper at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract id=789725.
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spread, yet often exclusively from high-frequency (thus, relatively small and
recent) trade and quote datasets.7 Even daily quoted spread data are commonly
available (on CRSP) only for the NASDAQ stock market. These constraints
may severely limit the scope and time horizon of our study. The measure of
Roll (1984) explicitly addresses this issue. Roll suggests that in an efficient
market, trading costs induce negative serial dependence in prices, hence that
the effective (i.e., within-quote) bid-ask spread can be estimated using return
autocovariance.

In light of these considerations, we extract the firm-level adverse selection
component of both the proportional quoted and Roll’s (1984) effective bid-ask
spreads over each fiscal year in the sample. We do so by employing the esti-
mators of that component first introduced by George, Kaul, and Nimalendran
(1991). Their basic argument is that uninformed trading activity (e.g., due to
hedging motives) moves a stock’s price (for liquidity reasons) but not the mar-
ket expectation of its future payoffs, hence generating negatively autocorrelated
stock returns; informational speculation, however, does induce a generally not
instantaneous revision of those expectations, thus generating positively auto-
correlated returns. George, Kaul, and Nimalendran (1991) show that filtering
a stock’s realized returns with a measure of its time-varying expected return
allows for unbiased and efficient estimates of the adverse selection component
of that stock’s proportional spread, whether computed using actual quotes or
daily returns. Following George, Kaul, and Nimalendran (1991), we estimate
the fraction of proportional quoted and Roll’s (1984) effective spread due to
adverse selection for each stock i over each fiscal year τ as ADiτ and RADiτ,
respectively.

Market microstructure also exploits the different implications of hedging and
speculation for the interaction of stock returns and trading volume to gauge
the ensuing extent of adverse selection. In a recent study, Llorente et al. (2002)
find that accounting for the intensity of trading volume can greatly improve
the cross-sectional identification and measurement of the extent of hedging
and speculation explaining stock price movements. Specifically, they show
theoretically and confirm empirically that a correspondence exists between the
cross-sectional variation in stocks’ volume-return dynamics and the relative im-
portance of information-driven trading in stocks’ price fluctuations. Following
their methodology, we estimate their explicit proxy for the relative importance
of information asymmetry considerations among all stocks in our sample, C2iτ.
Within each fiscal year τ, the lower (higher) is the estimated C2iτ, the lower
(higher) is firm i’s degree of adverse selection.

Easley, Kiefer, and O’Hara (1996, 1997a, b); and Easley et al. (1996) develop
a model in which uninformed market participants’ perceived probability of the
arrival of informed trades (PIN) can be inferred from the trading process itself,
specifically from the frequency and magnitude of buy-sell imbalances. Intu-
itively, if no information event takes place, buy and sell orders arrive randomly.

7 See Huang and Stoll (1997); and Hasbrouck (2006) for a review.
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Buy and sell orders instead cluster during information days. Thus, the PIN
can be estimated from the signed order flow and the greater the estimated
PINiτ (which we obtain from Easley, Hvidkjaer, and O’Hara 2004), the
greater is the intensity of information asymmetry about firm i’s value in fiscal
year τ.8

All of the above-mentioned studies find that adverse selection is an important
determinant of market liquidity, when the latter is proxied by either the bid-ask
spread or trading volume. Yet, according to Hasbrouck (2005), there is “no
single measure that captures all dimensions of liquidity.”9 For instance, Kyle
(1985); and Amihud and Mendelson (1980) show that an alternative proxy
for liquidity—the impact of order flow on market prices, known as lambda—
is increasing with adverse selection and inventory costs, respectively. Direct
estimation and attribution of lambda requires transaction-level data (Hasbrouck
1991). The unavailability of such data over long periods of time motivates
Amihud (2002) to develop a convenient proxy for lambda—the illiquidity ratio
ILLiτ, defined as the mean of the square root of the ratio of firm i’s daily
absolute stock return to the reported daily dollar volume (in millions) over all
days in fiscal year τ with nonzero volume (Hasbrouck 2005). Amihud (2002)
shows that ILLiτ is strongly positively related to intraday estimates of lambda.
Equivalently, when a firm’s stock is liquid (either because of low adverse
selection, inventory costs, or both), large trading volumes are accompanied by
small price changes. The (Amivest) liquidity ratio LRiτ of Cooper, Groth, and
Avera (1985); and Amihud, Mendelson, and Lauterbach (1997)—computed as
minus the mean of the square root of the ratio of stock i’s reported daily dollar
volume (in millions) to its absolute stock return over all days in fiscal year τ

with nonzero return—attempts to capture this notion. Therefore, ceteris paribus,
the greater is the extent of adverse selection around firm i in fiscal year τ,
the worse is that stock’s liquidity, and the greater are ILLiτ and LRiτ.

Lastly, Pastor and Stambaugh (2003) suggest that a stock’s liquidity can be
captured by the interaction between its returns and lagged order flow. Intuitively,
since less liquid stocks may overshoot in response to order flow, the greater
is a stock’s estimated return reversal for a given dollar volume the lower is
that stock’s liquidity. Following Pastor and Stambaugh (2003), we compute the
absolute magnitude of such reversal for each stock i over each fiscal year τ and
label it as GAMiτ. Ceteris paribus, the greater is the extent of firm i’s adverse
selection during fiscal year τ, the worse is that stock’s liquidity, and the greater
is GAMiτ.

8 Those estimates (at http://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/Finance/hvidkjaer/data.htm) are for all NYSE and AMEX
stocks whose transaction data is available between 1983 and 2001 and whose fiscal year ends in December.

9 Amihud (2002, p. 35) adds, “It is doubtful that there is one single measure that captures all its aspects.” Recently,
Frieder and Martell (2005); and Lipson and Mortal (2006) have used effective bid-ask spreads to study the
relation between liquidity per se and leverage for U.S. firms.
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Table 1

Summary statistics

Variable Obs. Mean Stdev Median

RADiτ 78429 0.35 0.27 0.31
C2iτ 78849 0.01 0.15 0.02
ADiτ 29233 0.85 0.16 0.90
PINiτ 12992 0.20 0.08 0.19
ILLiτ 84511 1.07 2.00 0.47
GAMiτ 78939 0.32 9.33 0.01
LRiτ 90338 −7.77 18.01 −2.08
ASYiτ 91471 0.00 1.80 0.39
�ASYiτ 90965 0.00 2.08 0.81

Summary statistics for the information asymmetry variables defined in the text over the sample period 1972–2002.

2.2 Index construction

The above methodologies generate seven measures that are conceptually pos-
itively related to the extent of adverse selection about firm i in fiscal year τ:
ADiτ, RADiτ, C2iτ, PINiτ, ILLiτ, LRiτ, and GAMiτ. Table 1 summarizes each
of them. Table 2 reports means of fiscal year-level Spearman rank correla-
tions among their cross-sectionally standardized levels (in Panel A, as Z ADiτ,
Z RADiτ, Z C2iτ, Z PINiτ, Z ILLiτ, Z LRiτ, and Z GAMiτ) and year-on-year
firm-level changes (in Panel B, as Z �ADiτ, Z �RADiτ, Z �C2iτ, Z �PINiτ,
Z �ILLiτ, Z �LRiτ, and Z �GAMiτ). Each of the proxies’ means in Table 1
is statistically significant and of the expected sign—i.e., all indicate that there is
evidence of information asymmetry in the U.S. stock market between 1972 and
2002.10 Some of these proxies, in particular the latter three broader measures of
liquidity, are likely to include an adverse selection component as well as non-
informational components. Accordingly, Table 2 shows that the standardized
proxies for firm-level information asymmetry are mostly positively correlated
with each other, with the sole exception of Z RADiτ and Z �RADiτ.11

This discussion motivates us to use principal components analysis to isolate
the common component of the cross section of either the level of or annual
change in our seven proxies for firm-level adverse selection in each fiscal
year of our sample. Specifically, we estimate the first principal component of
the correlation matrix of the available standardized proxies for the extent of
firm-level adverse selection in each fiscal year τ, PCA1iτ, as well as of the
available year-on-year standardized changes in such extent, �PCA1iτ. In both
cases, the first principal component explains on average more than 50% of the
corresponding cross-sectional sample variance. In addition, in most cases, only
the first eigenvalue is significantly larger than one. We conclude that one factor
captures much of the common variation among the seven proxies—i.e., the
variation due to adverse selection. We then define a parsimonious index of either

10 In addition, these means are consistent with estimates previously reported in the literature (e.g., Neal and
Wheatley 1998; Hasbrouck 2005).

11 Neal and Wheatley (1998) attribute the latter to the restriction, overwhelmingly rejected by their analysis, that
the fractions of the bid-ask spread due to order processing and adverse selection add to one.
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Table 2

Correlation matrices

ASYiτ Z RADiτ Z C2iτ Z ADiτ Z PINiτ Z ILLiτ Z GAMiτ Z LRiτ

Panel A: Standardized levels of information asymmetry
ASYiτ 1
Z RADiτ 0.158a 1
Z C2iτ 0.273a −0.072a 1
Z ADiτ 0.141b 0.037 −0.022 1
Z PINiτ 0.513a −0.246a 0.063a −0.168 1
Z ILLiτ 0.385a −0.282a 0.121a 0.069c 0.675a 1
Z GAMiτ 0.308a −0.282a 0.122a 0.094b 0.572a 0.839a 1
Z LRiτ −0.065 −0.327a 0.109a 0.116a 0.657a 0.937a 0.878a 1

�ASYiτ Z �RADiτ Z �C2iτ Z �ADiτ Z �PINiτ Z �ILLiτ Z �GAMiτ Z �LRiτ

Panel B: Standardized year-on-year changes in information asymmetry
�ASYiτ 1
Z �RADiτ 0.244a 1
Z �C2iτ 0.255a −0.051a 1
Z �ADiτ 0.251a 0.132c 0.149c 1
Z �PINiτ 0.162a 0.002 0.009 0.175 1
Z �ILLiτ 0.238a −0.037a −0.001 −0.032 0.074a 1
Z �GAMiτ 0.203a −0.039a 0.039a 0.100 −0.003 0.332a 1
Z �LRiτ 0.125a −0.030a 0.038a 0.035 0.014 0.500a 0.228a 1

This table reports Spearman rank correlations for the standardized information asymmetry variables defined in
the text over the sample period 1972–2002. a, b, c denote statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.

firm-level extent of or year-on-year change in adverse selection as ASYiτ =
PCA1iτ and �ASYiτ = �PCA1iτ, respectively. This procedure ensures that we
characterize firms’ relative adverse selection in a year exclusively from data
(and proxies) available in that year. Thus, by construction, the means of ASYiτ

and �ASYiτ are at zero in each fiscal year τ as well as over the entire sample
(Table 1).12 Also by construction, the higher is ASYiτ (�ASYiτ), the higher is
the (increase in the) severity of adverse selection problem for firm i in fiscal
year τ. Finally, we employ ASYiτ (�ASYiτ) to rank each firm i in the sample
over each fiscal year τ into ten deciles from the lowest—lowest (change in)
adverse selection risk—to the highest—highest (change in) adverse selection
risk.

2.3 Index properties

Our index (and the ensuing rankings) has several appealing economic proper-
ties. First, each individual component almost always enters the index with the
right (i.e., positive) sign.13 Second, the index loads primarily on the four direct
proxies of adverse selection described in Section 2.1. For example, Table 2
shows that ASYiτ is most highly positively correlated with Z PINiτ (0.513 in
Panel A), while �ASYiτ comoves the most with Z �C2iτ (0.255 in Panel B).

12 However, neither the median of ASYiτ and �ASYiτ is exactly zero nor the standard deviation is exactly one,
since ASYiτ and �ASYiτ are only the first principal component of their standardized constituents.

13 Equivalently, the elements of the first eigenvector used to compute PCA1iτ (as well as those of the first eigenvector
for �PCA1iτ) are almost always positive in each fiscal year of the sample.
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In addition, the index loads on at least three of those proxies in each of the
fiscal years of our sample. Yet, when the cross-sectional sample coverage by
some of them is less than complete, the index can rely upon the adverse selec-
tion component of the three liquidity proxies. Third, ASYiτ and �ASYiτ are
similar but not identical (a statistically significant Spearman rank correlation of
0.660); so, neither is redundant when used to characterize the cross-sectional
dispersion in (level of and fluctuations in) firm-level adverse selection over
our sample. Fourth, the sets of firms comprising each of the ASYiτ-based and
�ASYiτ-based deciles display sensible characteristics. Table 3 reports means
of various firm-level accounting variables (size, tangibility, Q ratio, sales, and
profitability) for firms in each decile of ASYiτ (Panel A) and �ASYiτ (Panel B)
as well as for the full sample.14 Table 4 reports the average percentage industry
composition of each decile of ASYiτ (Panel A) and �ASYiτ (Panel B), as
well as of the full sample, according to the classification suggested by Kenneth
French.15

According to Table 3, firms in low adverse selection deciles (low, 2, 3) are on
average larger (in both assets and sales, in millions of year 2000 dollars) than
their counterparts in high deciles (8, 9, high) when sorted by ASYiτ, but not
when sorted by �ASYiτ. Consistently, both the Spearman rank correlations
and linear slope coefficients between average assets or sales and the corre-
sponding adverse selection rankings (ρSR and bOLS in Table 3) are negative and
significant for ASYiτ-based sorts and negative and insignificant for �ASYiτ-
based sorts. Thus, firm size seems to be more related to its (relative) level of
information asymmetry than to its year-on-year fluctuations. Firms in lower
adverse selection deciles are also neither more nor less (relatively) profitable
and their assets are not less tangible—but their Q ratios are higher—than for
firms in high adverse selection deciles. Table 4 also suggests that the average
industry composition of the sets of firms within each adverse selection decile
is remarkably similar to the industry composition of the universe of firms in
the sample. However, when ranked for their level of adverse selection, Manu-
facturing firms are more likely (ρSR and bOLS are positive and significant), and
Shops firms less likely (ρSR and bOLS are negative and significant), to fall into
high ASYiτ and �ASYiτ deciles.

In short, Tables 3 and 4 indicate that our measures of firm-level adverse
selection, ASYiτ and �ASYiτ, (1) do not systematically single out (so our
ensuing inference is not driven by) any peculiar group of firms but (2) are
still consistent with many (but not all) of the ex ante firm characteristics rou-
tinely employed by the corporate finance literature as proxies for firms’ relative

14 Following standard practice (e.g., Frank and Goyal 2003), the balance sheet and cash flow statement variables
as a percentage of assets are winsorized (by removing the most extreme 0.50% in either tail of the distribution)
to purge outliers and the most extremely misreported data.

15 See http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data library.html.
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Table 3

Accounting variables across adverse selection deciles

Decile Size Tangibility Q ratio Sales Profitability ITiτ

Panel A: ASYiτ-based deciles

Low $2,757 0.29 4.31 $2,320 −0.12 1.85
2 $2,470 0.32 2.24 $2,060 0.07 1.22
3 $798 0.31 1.90 $678 0.04 1.39
4 $1,108 0.31 2.06 $854 −0.01 1.44
5 $1,098 0.31 2.38 $844 0.03 1.35
6 $988 0.31 2.14 $748 0.00 1.27
7 $635 0.30 2.05 $516 −0.01 1.07
8 $493 0.30 1.90 $384 −0.04 1.59
9 $2,097 0.33 1.89 $1,638 0.05 1.09
High $374 0.31 1.56 $338 −0.06 1.72

Total $1,288 0.31 2.24 $1,043 −0.01 1.39
ρSR −0.673b 0.164 −0.745a −0.673b −0.127 −0.152
bOLS −$164c 0.00 −0.17b −$141b 0.00 −0.01

Decile Size Tangibility Q ratio Sales Profitability �ITiτ

Panel B: �ASYiτ-based deciles

Low $793 0.30 3.42 $597 −0.11 −0.59
2 $1,985 0.28 2.99 $1,600 −0.03 −0.64
3 $1,725 0.31 2.11 $1,481 0.04 −0.71
4 $1,205 0.31 2.14 $1,135 0.04 −0.27
5 $1,055 0.31 1.92 $920 0.01 −0.22
6 $2,094 0.32 1.80 $1,685 0.02 −0.21
7 $1,831 0.33 1.83 $1,398 0.05 −0.10
8 $1,162 0.31 2.02 $857 0.02 −0.21
9 $968 0.31 1.87 $796 −0.01 −0.04
High $917 0.31 1.74 $723 0.00 −0.07

Total $1,293 0.31 2.24 $1,048 −0.01 −0.24
ρSR −0.188 0.467 −0.842a −0.273 0.164 0.903a

bOLS −$35 0.003c −0.15a −$37 0.01 0.07a

This table reports means of various firm characteristics for each adverse selection decile of firms over the sample
period 1972–2002. ρSR and bOLS are the Spearman rank correlation and linear regression coefficient, respectively,
between the corresponding variable and either the ASYiτ-based or the �ASYiτ-based rankings; a, b, c denote
their statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.

degree of information asymmetry.16 Yet, our index is able to capture the dy-
namic component of the degree of information asymmetry about a firm (e.g.,
around the time when its capital structure is modified), while the latter are by
their nature essentially static. For sake of comparison, in unreported analysis
(available at the reference in footnote 6) we sort firms by size into 10 deciles
in each of the fiscal years of our sample. We then compute the percentage
frequency by which firms move by zero, one, two, or three or more deciles of
either size, ASYiτ or �ASYiτ after one, three, or five years. We find that about
73% (82%) of the firms in our sample move to a different decile of ASYiτ

(�ASYiτ) the following year, and more of them do so after at least three years.
However, when sorting firms by size, only 31% of them move to a new size

16 Clarke and Shastri (2001); Alford and Jones (2003); and Flannery, Kwan, and Nimalendran (2004) reach similar
conclusions when analyzing many of the adverse selection measures entering ASYiτ and �ASYiτ.
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Table 4

Industry groupings across adverse selection deciles

Consumer Consumer Manufac- Business
Decile nondurables durables turing Energy Chemicals Equipment Telecom Shops Healthcare Other

Panel A: ASYiτ-based deciles.

Low 7% 3% 11% 6% 3% 24% 5% 15% 9% 17%
2 9% 4% 14% 4% 3% 19% 4% 18% 9% 16%
3 9% 4% 16% 5% 2% 18% 3% 16% 9% 18%
4 8% 3% 15% 6% 2% 20% 3% 15% 10% 18%
5 8% 3% 15% 7% 3% 21% 4% 12% 10% 17%
6 8% 3% 15% 8% 3% 22% 3% 12% 10% 17%
7 8% 3% 15% 6% 2% 22% 3% 13% 12% 17%
8 8% 4% 15% 6% 2% 22% 3% 13% 11% 17%
9 9% 4% 18% 5% 3% 18% 4% 11% 9% 18%
High 9% 4% 20% 6% 3% 16% 2% 13% 8% 19%

Total 8% 4% 15% 6% 3% 20% 3% 14% 10% 17%
ρSR 0.394 0.103 0.709b 0.382 0.321 −0.297 −0.612b −0.697b 0.055 0.394
bOLS 0.1% 0.0% 0.6%a 0.1% 0.0% −0.3% −0.2%b −0.5%b 0.0% 0.1%

Consumer Consumer Manufac- Business
Decile nondurables durables turing Energy Chemicals Equipment Telecom Shops Healthcare Other

Panel B: �ASYiτ-based deciles.

Low 7% 3% 13% 6% 2% 23% 4% 13% 10% 18%
2 7% 3% 11% 4% 2% 27% 5% 15% 10% 17%
3 8% 4% 15% 5% 3% 20% 3% 16% 10% 17%
4 9% 3% 15% 6% 2% 19% 3% 15% 10% 18%
5 8% 4% 16% 6% 3% 19% 3% 15% 10% 17%
6 9% 4% 16% 6% 3% 18% 3% 14% 9% 18%
7 9% 4% 20% 8% 4% 15% 3% 11% 9% 17%
8 8% 4% 16% 6% 3% 22% 4% 13% 10% 16%
9 9% 4% 17% 6% 3% 20% 3% 12% 10% 18%
High 8% 4% 17% 5% 3% 21% 3% 13% 10% 18%

Total 8% 4% 15% 6% 3% 20% 3% 14% 10% 17%
ρSR 0.503 0.552c 0.891a 0.127 0.576c −0.309 −0.527 −0.673b −0.309 −0.079
bOLS 0.1%c 0.04%c 0.6%b 0.1% 0.1% −0.5% −0.1% −0.3%b 0.0% −0.0%

This table reports the industry composition of each adverse selection decile of firms over the sample period
1972–2002. ρSR and bOLS are the Spearman rank correlation and linear regression coefficient, respectively,
between the corresponding variable and either the ASYiτ-based or the �ASYiτ-based rankings; a, b, c denote
their statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.

decile after one year, and 40% of them still remain in the same decile even after
five years.17

Alternatively, the information environment of a firm has been estimated by
such more dynamic proxies as residual volatility of equity (Dierkens 1991),
recent asset volatility (Halov and Heider 2004), R&D activity (Aboody and
Lev 2000), age (Berger and Udell 1995), magnitude of earnings surprises
(Barclay and Smith 1995a, b), intensity of public announcements (Dierkens
1991), level of institutional ownership (Best, Hodges, and Lin 2004), analyst
coverage (Chang, Dasgupta, and Hilary 2006), or dispersion of analysts’ earn-
ings forecasts (Krishnaswami and Subramaniam 1999; Gomes and Phillips
2005). Unfortunately, many of these measures have several, often conflictual

17 Sorting firms by their tangibility or Q ratios generates similar results.
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or ad hoc interpretations.18 In addition, they have often been found to inade-
quately proxy for the degree of information asymmetry between insiders and
other market participants.19 The majority of the components of our adverse
selection index have instead been specifically devised by the microstructure
literature, on the basis of theory, to capture the market’s perceived intensity
of information asymmetry about the payoffs of a firm’s traded securities, i.e.,
ultimately about that firm’s valuation. Overall, we believe these considerations
make our adverse selection index apt to test whether information asymmetry
problems affect firms’ capital structure decisions. This is what we do next.

3. Empirical Results

3.1 Debt issuance to cover financing deficits

The pecking order theory of capital structure of Myers (1984); and Myers and
Majluf (1984) predicts that firms prefer debt over equity because of informa-
tion asymmetry between well-informed managers and less-informed investors.
When investment needs exceed internal funds, they are met primarily with
debt, while equity is used as a residual source of financing. To test for the
pecking order theory, Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) suggest to regress net
debt issuance (�Diτ) on the financing deficit (DEFiτ) as follows:

�Diτ = α + βDEFiτ + εiτ, (1)

where �Diτ is long-term debt issuance minus long-term debt reduction, while
DEFiτ is given by the accounting cash flow identity

DEFiτ = DIViτ + CAPEXiτ + �WCiτ − CFiτ, (2)

in which DIViτ are dividend payments, CAPEXiτ are capital expenditures,
�WCiτ is the net change in working capital, and CFiτ is operating cash flow
(after interest and taxes). All variables are scaled by total assets, as in Frank
and Goyal (2003).

According to Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999), the strict pecking order
theory implies that the regression coefficient β should be close to one, since
firms would recur to equity only as a last resort. Myers (1984); and Myers
and Majluf (1984) also describe a modified pecking order that recognizes the
tradeoff between adverse selection costs and the costs of financial distress when
too much debt is issued. Under the modified version of the theory, firms may
issue equity in place of debt when faced with financing deficit to maintain both
liquid assets and debt capacity for future investments. Therefore, the estimated

18 E.g., the evidence in Diether, Malloy, and Scherbina (2002); Pasquariello and Vega (2007); and Sadka and
Scherbina (2007) suggests that dispersion in analysts’ earnings forecasts (i.e., analyst disagreement) is a better
proxy for differences in opinion about a security than for information asymmetry about its issuer.

19 For instance, Frankel and Li (2004); and Huddart and Ke (2007) find that institutional ownership, analyst
following, financial statement informativeness, frequency of reporting of losses and R&D, or market reaction to
earnings announcements fail to explain insider trading activity and profits.
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slope coefficient in Equation (1) should still be positive but may be lower
than one. Regardless of this debate, most existing tests on the pecking order
do not examine a key assumption of that theory: the extent of information
asymmetry problems plaguing firms’ external funding. After all, Myers (2001)
emphasizes that the pecking order theory is a conditional theory of firms’ capital
structure, one relating information differences to financing choices. As such, we
should expect the pecking order theory to provide a relatively (more) accurate
description of firms’ financing behavior only when adverse selection costs
associated with the issuance of information-sensitive securities are “large(r).”
Accordingly, the modified pecking order theory predicts that, ceteris paribus,
the regression coefficient β should be greater for firms with higher information
asymmetry. Several studies have examined this conditional relationship, e.g.,
with respect to information releases (Korajczyk, Lucas, and McDonald 1991),
the aggregate volume of equity issuances (Bayless and Chaplinsky 1996), or
the business cycle (Choe, Masulis, and Nanda 1993). In this study, we test for
this relationship by measuring the severity of adverse selection costs with the
adverse selection index described in Section 2.

We start by examining the slope coefficient β in Equation (1) for firms
sorted each fiscal year τ into deciles according to our information asymmetry
index ASYiτ. If the level of information asymmetry in any fiscal year τ is a
key driver of firms’ capital structure decisions in that year, we expect to find
an increasing and monotonic ordering of the β coefficient across the deciles.
Further, we expect the difference in the β coefficient between the highest and
the lowest deciles to be positive and significant. For economy of space, we
report here only the β coefficients for the low (1) and high (10) ASYiτ-based
deciles of firms (estimated over the entire sample, Total), their corresponding
robust (heteroskedasticity-consistent) t-statistics, and the R2 of the regression in
Table 5. We assess sign and significance of the relationship between our index
and the extent of debt issuance to finance deficits by computing Spearman
rank correlations (ρSR) and linear regression coefficients (bOLS) between the
estimated β coefficients and their corresponding ASYiτ-based rankings, as well
as by estimating the coefficient for an interaction term of DEFiτ and ASYiτ (γ)
in the following augmented version of Equation (1):

�Diτ = α + βDEFiτ + γDEFiτ · ASYiτ + εiτ. (3)

Those three slope statistics (ρSR, bOLS, and γ) are also reported in Table 5.
All estimates of β are positive, smaller than one, and statistically significant

at the 1% level. Hence, the pecking order theory, in its most restrictive interpre-
tation, provides only a first-order approximation to the time-series variance in
actual debt ratios, consistent with the extant literature (e.g., Shyam-Sunder and
Myers 1999; Frank and Goyal 2003). More important, positive and statistically
significant ρSR, bOLS, and γ statistics in Table 5 indicate that the β coefficients
are nearly monotonically increasing in the severity of firms’ information asym-
metry. For instance, the estimated γ = 0.021 (with a t-statistic of 16.0) implies
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Table 5

Basic pecking order tests

Panel A: ASYiτ-based deciles Panel B: �ASYiτ-based deciles

Sample Decile Low High High-low ρSR bOLS γ Low High High-low ρSR bOLS γ

β 0.116a 0.412a 0.296a 0.661b 0.019a 0.021a 0.147a 0.366a 0.219a 0.800a 0.017a 0.031a

Total t (p) 16.8 18.4 12.8 (0.04) (0.01) 16.0 24.5 20.7 11.9 (0.01) (0.01) 22.0
R2 9% 41% 12% 37%

β 0.515a 0.921a 0.406a 0.952a 0.039a 0.077a 0.580a 0.916a 0.335a 0.830a 0.036a 0.072a

1970s t (p) 7.0 30.5 5.1 (0.00) (0.00) 5.9 9.5 30.6 4.9 (0.00) (0.00) 5.5
R2 49% 85% 56% 82%

β 0.245a 0.609a 0.367a 0.964a 0.043a 0.022a 0.255a 0.637a 0.382a 1.000a 0.044a 0.038a

1980s t (p) 10.9 9.1 5.3 (0.00) (0.00) 5.0 15.0 9.7 5.8 n.a. (0.00) 7.7
R2 25% 61% 26% 64%

β 0.077a 0.355a 0.277a 0.364 0.015c 0.022a 0.106a 0.307a 0.201a 0.582c 0.013b 0.027a

1990s+ t (p) 11.3 15.4 11.7 (0.15) (0.07) 14.0 17.6 17.3 10.8 (0.08) (0.04) 19.9
R2 5% 36% 8% 32%

This table reports estimates for the coefficient β in Equation (1) across deciles of firms sorted by either ASYiτ

or �ASYiτ, as well as the coefficient γ for an additional interaction term of DEFiτ and either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ

(γ) in Equation (1) (e.g., Equation (3)). a, b, c denote statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively,
assessed with (heteroskedasticity) robust standard errors adjusted for firm-level clustering; the resulting t-
statistics are reported below the corresponding estimate. ρSR and bOLS are the Spearman rank correlation and
linear regression coefficient, respectively, between the corresponding variable and either the ASYiτ-based or
the �ASYiτ-based rankings; their p-values are in parentheses.

that on average, for every dollar of financing deficit to cover in a fiscal year,
firms whose adverse selection index is a unit greater than the mean that year
issue two more cents of debt. Further, the difference between the β coefficients
at the two extreme deciles of firms (the high-low β column in Table 5) is large
(0.296) and strongly statistically significant (a t-statistic of 12.8): on average,
for every dollar of financing deficit to cover, firms in the highest ASYiτ decile
issue 30 cents of debt more than firms in the lowest ASYiτ decile. These results
clearly indicate that cross-sectional variation in adverse selection across firms
is related to the cross section of their capital structure decisions in a fashion
consistent with the pecking order theory: the higher the level of a firm’s infor-
mation asymmetry, the more of its financing needs are satisfied by the issuance
of debt.

Perhaps, cross-sectional variation in the time-series behavior of firms’ debt
ratios is related—in a fashion consistent with the pecking order theory—not
only to the level of, but also to the change in the relative severity of information
asymmetry about them over time: the greater the increase in a firm’s adverse
selection costs over the previous fiscal year, the greater the portion of its
financing deficit that firm may fund through debt in the current fiscal year.
Hence, as a further (and possibly more stringent) test of the basic tenets of
the pecking order theory, we estimate the debt-deficit regressions of Equation
(1) across deciles of U.S. firms sorted on the basis of the relative change in
their adverse selection risk from the previous fiscal year (�ASYiτ).20 Table 5

20 We are indebted to Stewart Myers for recommending this line of action to us.
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reports the resulting β estimates for the overall sample. Remarkably, the ensuing
inference mirrors closely the one based on ASYiτ: firms experiencing the
greater change in adverse selection risk with respect to the previous fiscal year
follow the pecking order more closely (display larger βs) in the current year.21

Lastly, we examine the cross-sectional performance of the pecking order
theory (i.e., of β of Equation (1)) for ASYiτ- and �ASYiτ-based deciles of
firms in three distinct time periods of our sample: 1972–1979, 1980–1989,
and 1990–2002. The resulting estimates, also reported in Table 5, suggest
that our previous inference may not apply uniformly to all three subperiods.
The estimated βs are always positive and lower than one, and the differences
between the β coefficients for the highest and lowest information asymmetry
deciles of firms are large and statistically significant in each of these subperiods.
However, the magnitude of those differences (yet not their significance) declines
in the 1990s. The magnitude of the slope statistics ρSR, bOLS, and γ displays a
similar trend, although all but one of them (ρSR for ASYiτ-based sorts) remain
statistically significant in the 1990s. This evidence is consistent with a trend
highlighted by Frank and Goyal (2003); and Fama and French (2005). Fama and
French find that U.S. firms have been issuing more equity more frequently over
the past three decades, through mergers, private placements, convertible debt,
warrants, direct purchase plans, rights issues, and employee options, grants,
and benefit plans. For instance, they report that, between 1973 and 1982, on
average 67% of the firms in their sample issued some equity each year; this
proportion rises to 74% between 1983 and 1992, and to 86% between 1993 and
2002. Accordingly, Frank and Goyal (2003) show that a large and increasing
portion of external financing took the form of equity during the 1990s. We
revisit this issue in our discussion of further tests of the pecking order theory
next.

Overall, this evidence indicates that in the presence of financing needs,
U.S. firms display greater preference for debt, both statistically and econom-
ically, when plagued with greater extent of and change in adverse selection
costs—consistent with the main assumption of the pecking order theory, albeit
seemingly less so in the 1990s.

3.2 Conventional leverage regressions

The regression model of Equation (1) was first introduced by Shyam-Sunder
and Myers (1999) as a test of a strict pecking order theory. Chirinko and Singha
(2000) question that interpretation by showing that equity issues can induce a
negative bias in the test. The inference we presented so far (Table 5) is based
on differences in those regression coefficients across information asymmetry
deciles, rather than on their magnitude. Thus, it is potentially less susceptible
to this bias, yet only if such bias is roughly constant across deciles. Further, a
modified interpretation of the theory requires only for the pecking order to be

21 Similar inference ensues from sorting firms into either quintiles or terciles based on ASYiτ or �ASYiτ.
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an “excellent first-order descriptor of corporate financing behavior” (Shyam-
Sunder and Myers 1999, p. 242), albeit not the only one. However, Chirinko
and Singha (2000) also point out that if firms follow a policy of using debt
and equity in fixed proportions, in violation of the pecking order, the estimated
β coefficient may simply capture that ratio. Thus, it is of interest to examine
the empirical relevance of the main assumption of the pecking order theory
within alternative, more conventional empirical leverage specifications. Indeed,
according to Frank and Goyal (2003, p. 223), ignoring these specifications may
amount to a “significant omission,” yet their adoption may pose a “tough test
for the pecking order theory.”

Rajan and Zingales (1995) survey the extant literature on factors driving
leverage and distill its key implications into a simple model relating the cross
section of firm leverage to such conventional firm characteristics as size, tangi-
bility, profitability, and market-to-book assets ratio. We augment their model to
include the extent of firm-level adverse selection ASYiτ in the following firm
fixed effects panel regression:

Leverageiτ = a + ui + b1 ASYiτ + b2 Tangibilityiτ + b3 Q ratioiτ

+ b4 Logsalesiτ + b5 Profitabilityiτ + εiτ, (4)

where Logsalesiτ is the natural log of net sales (another proxy for firm size) and
ui are firm fixed effects. The literature has produced several definitions of firm
leverage. Rajan and Zingales (1995) discuss the merits and weaknesses of each.
In this study, we employ the broadest and most widely adopted measure of firm
i’s leverage in fiscal year τ, Leverageiτ: the ratio of total debt to market value
of assets, DMAiτ, as in Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999). The inference that
follows is unaffected by defining leverage as the ratio of total debt to either the
book value of asset or market capitalization, as in Frank and Goyal (2003), or by
estimating Equation (4) without firm fixed effects. If information asymmetry is
an important determinant of firms’ debt issuance decisions, whose cumulative
effect is leverage, we expect the coefficient on ASYiτ (b1) to be positive and
significant. Table 6 presents the results.

Both sign and significance of the coefficients for the conventional variables
are in line with the literature. Therefore, the inclusion of our adverse selection
proxy does not supersede their effects on leverage, as a strict interpretation of
the pecking order theory would imply. However, the coefficient on ASYiτ in
the firm fixed effects regression of Equation (4) is positive, large, and strongly
significant in column (1) of Table 6. This estimate indicates that after accounting
for various firm characteristics, the level of market leverage of firms whose
adverse selection problems are the most severe (i.e., in the highest ASYiτ

decile) is on average 172 basis points greater than for firms whose adverse
selection problems are the least severe (i.e., in the lowest ASYiτ decile). This
difference amounts to 7.5% of the mean firm-level market leverage over our
sample period. Since the dependent variable in Equation (4) is bounded between
zero and one, we also estimate a Tobit regression. Its results, in column (2),
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Table 6

Conventional leverage regressions

OLS Tobit OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS

Equation (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) Equation (5) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

ASYiτ 0.404a 0.283a 0.374a 0.483a 0.714a �ASYiτ 0.298a 0.267a 0.190a 0.252a

8.5 4.3 7.5 9.1 11.6 5.7 4.9 3.4 4.8
ASYiτ,70s 0.301b �ASYiτ,70s 0.022

2.1 0.2
ASYiτ,80s 0.436a �ASYiτ,80s 0.331a

5.6 3.5
ASYiτ,90s+ 0.402a �ASYiτ,90s+ 0.321a

6.9 5.1
Turnover −0.398 �Turnover −0.365a

−1.3 −3.1
Volatility 0.061a �Volatility 0.029a

15.0 9.5
ITiτ −0.007 �ITiτ 0.004

−0.7 0.7
QxASYiτ −0.116a �Qx�ASYiτ −0.170a

−5.4 −3.6
Tangibility 0.198a 0.184a 0.198a 0.193a 0.184a 0.197a �Tangibility 0.129a 0.129a 0.125a 0.119a 0.128a

18.5 40.5 18.5 18.1 16.7 18.4 12.9 12.9 12.4 11.6 12.9
Q ratio −0.009a −0.019a −0.009a −0.008a −0.008a −0.011a �Qratio −0.005a −0.005a −0.005a −0.005a −0.005a

−4.1 −4.8 −4.1 −3.9 −4.0 −4.3 −5.1 5.1 −5.0 −5.0 −4.8
Logsales 0.023a 0.001a 0.023a 0.026a 0.025a 0.023a �Logsales −0.002 −0.002 0.000 −0.002 −0.001

15.4 3.4 15.4 17.0 15.8 14.9 −1.0 1.0 0.0 −1.1 −0.7
Profitability −0.012 −0.006 −0.012 −0.009 −0.012 −0.013 �Profitability −0.007 −0.007 −0.007 −0.007 −0.007

−1.5 −1.3 −1.5 −1.3 −1.5 −1.5 −1.5 1.5 −1.3 −1.5 −1.6
Leverageiτ−1 −0.487a −0.487a −0.492a −0.489a −0.485a

−74.9 −74.9 −75.0 −70.9 −72.7

Obs. 77265 77265 77265 76680 71804 77265 Obs. 61926 61926 61369 57118 61926
Overall R2 7.38% n.a. 7.38% 9.24% 7.56% 8.04% Overall R2 7.14% 7.13% 7.59% 6.74% 7.31%

This table reports estimates for the bn coefficients from firm fixed effects and Tobit panel regressions of Equation
(4) for Leverageiτ = DMAiτ and from fixed-effects regressions of Equation (5) for �Leverageiτ = �DMAiτ.
We do not report the coefficient for the intercept. a, b, c denote statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%,
respectively, assessed with (heteroskedasticity) robust standard errors adjusted for firm-level clustering; the
resulting t-statistics are reported below each estimate. Estimates for coefficients related to ASYiτ, �ASYiτ, ITiτ,
and �ITiτ are multiplied by 100.

are very similar. Hence, the extent of firm-level adverse selection helps explain
the cross-sectional variation in firms’ capital structures—in accordance with
the main assumption of the pecking order theory—even after controlling for
conventional leverage factors in the literature.

Frank and Goyal (2003) argue that a stronger test of the main implication of
the strict pecking order theory—namely, β = 1 in Equation (1)—for the cross
section of firms’ financing decisions can be constructed by running Equation (4)
in first differences. Accordingly, if adverse selection is an important determinant
of debt issuance decisions—the main assumption of the pecking order theory—
we expect greater ASYiτ to lead to higher leverage in the cross section of U.S.
firms. Thus, we expect a positive and significant coefficient on �ASYiτ in the
following firm fixed effects panel regression:

�Leverageiτ = a + ui + b1�ASYiτ + b2�Tangibilityiτ + b3�Q ratioiτ

+ b4�Logsalesiτ+b5�Profitabilityiτ+b6 Leverageiτ−1+εiτ,

(5)
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where all variables are fiscal year-on-year changes of the level variables in
Equation (4). Equation (5) also includes lagged leverage to account for the
evidence of mean reversion in leverage in the literature (e.g., Taggart 1977;
Marsh 1982). These estimates are also reported in Table 6 (column (7)). Sign and
significance of the coefficients for the year-on-year changes in the conventional
variables are again in line with the literature (e.g., Frank and Goyal 2003).
Further, the coefficient for lagged leverage is large, negative, and significant,
suggesting some mean reversion in leverage among U.S. firms. Nonetheless,
even after accounting for these considerations, the coefficient on �ASYiτ in the
firm fixed effects regression of Equation (5) is positive and strongly significant.
Hence, changes in the extent of firm-level adverse selection help explain the
cross-sectional variation in changes in firms’ capital structures.

Lastly, we examine whether the extent and significance of the relationship
between firm-level adverse selection and the cross section of firm leverage in
the United States reported in Table 6 (b1 > 0 in columns (1), (2), and (7))
change over time, as suggested by Table 5. To that purpose, we replace ASYiτ

and �ASYiτ in Equations (4) and (5) with their interaction with dummies for
three portions of the sample period: 1972–1979 (ASYiτ,70s and �ASYiτ,70s),
1980–1989 (ASYiτ,80s and �ASYiτ,80s), and 1990–2002 (ASYiτ,90s+ and
�ASYiτ,90s+). The resulting coefficients’ estimates, in columns (3) and (8)
of Table 6, are always positive and strongly statistically significant in the 1980s
and 1990s but less so in the 1970s, especially for �ASYiτ. Accordingly, unre-
ported t-tests fail to reject the null hypothesis that those estimates do not differ
across the three subperiods, with the sole exception of �ASYiτ,70s.

Overall, these results provide strong confirmation that asymmetric infor-
mation considerations are important—though by no means the sole factor or
uniformly so—in explaining capital structure decisions of U.S. firms over the
past three decades, consistent with the main assumption of the pecking order
theory.

3.3 Alternative index construction

A crucial aspect of the procedure for the construction of our information asym-
metry index is the extraction of the adverse selection component of several
market measures of stock liquidity. It is nonetheless possible that, despite our
efforts, our index may still be affected by such noninformational drivers of
stock liquidity as dealers’ risk aversion or inventory.

We investigate the importance of these concerns as follows. First, we sort all
firms into terciles based on either annual standard deviation of stock returns or
share turnover, from the lowest (1) to the highest (3). Ceteris paribus, we expect
risk-averse dealers to provide less liquidity to more volatile stocks (e.g., Stoll
1978). Higher turnover gives dealers greater flexibility to offset their inventory,
thus leading to greater stock liquidity (e.g., Jegadeesh and Subrahmanyam
1993). We then estimate Equation (1) across adverse selection deciles of firms
within each of these subsets. To save space, we report (in Table 7) only the
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Table 7

Two-way sorts for pecking order tests

Panel A: ASYiτ-based deciles Panel B: �ASYiτ-based deciles

High-low β t-stat ρSR bOLS γ High-low β t-stat ρSR bOLS γ

Low 0.458a 10.6 0.903a 0.037b 0.067a 0.350a 8.3 0.952a 0.030a 0.051a

Volatility Med 0.257a 4.6 0.867a 0.026a 0.038a 0.199a 6.1 0.891a 0.017a 0.029a

High 0.313a 12.8 0.818a 0.021a 0.028a 0.234a 10.7 0.782a 0.017a 0.026a

Low 0.278a 7.8 0.455 0.016c 0.022a 0.211a 5.6 0.745b 0.019b 0.044a

Turnover Med 0.290a 8.2 0.685b 0.018b 0.043a 0.224a 7.2 0.564c 0.016b 0.029a

High 0.217a 5.0 0.697b 0.016b 0.030a 0.194a 7.4 0.903a 0.016a 0.026a

Low 0.190a 8.0 0.770a 0.013a 0.011a 0.155a 7.6 0.539 0.010c 0.019a

Size Med 0.626a 20.9 0.758a 0.045a 0.048a 0.384a 12.0 0.745b 0.032a 0.051a

High 0.360a 10.3 0.745b 0.025b 0.041a 0.226a 6.9 0.709b 0.020a 0.032a

Low 0.273a 8.2 0.758b 0.018a 0.018a 0.236a 8.5 0.600c 0.016b 0.026a

Tangibility Med 0.221a 5.5 0.418 0.012 0.021a 0.165a 5.5 0.539 0.014b 0.026a

High 0.288a 6.7 0.600c 0.018b 0.026a 0.152a 3.9 0.782a 0.018a 0.029a

Low 0.569a 14.2 0.552c 0.038b 0.067a 0.449a 10.6 0.636b 0.040b 0.075a

Q ratio Med 0.411a 9.4 0.382 0.020 0.049a 0.263a 5.0 0.527 0.020c 0.045a

High 0.175a 6.7 0.636b 0.011b 0.016a 0.142a 7.0 0.636b 0.010b 0.018a

Zero 0.225a 7.5 0.527 0.013b 0.018a 0.205a 8.7 0.818a 0.019a 0.028a

Low 0.409a 6.0 0.406 0.021c 0.036a 0.169a 4.4 0.648b 0.014c 0.027a

ITiτ Med 0.422a 6.6 0.600c 0.033a 0.040a 0.373a 7.3 0.527 0.022b 0.035a

High 0.407a 8.2 0.830a 0.038a 0.033a 0.363a 7.6 0.782a 0.029a 0.039a

This table reports estimates for the difference between β coefficients in Equation (1) for the highest and lowest
information asymmetry deciles of firms based on either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ, as well as the coefficient γ for
an additional interaction term of DEFiτ and either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ (γ) in Equation (1) (e.g., Equation (3))
across subsets of firms sorted by various firm characteristics into terciles. a, b, c denote statistical significance at
1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively, assessed with (heteroskedasticity) robust standard errors adjusted for firm-level
clustering; the resulting t-statistics are to the right of the corresponding estimate. ρSR and bOLS are the Spearman
rank correlation and linear regression coefficient, respectively, between the corresponding variable and either the
ASYiτ-based or the �ASYiτ-based rankings.

corresponding differences in the β coefficients between the highest and the
lowest deciles of information asymmetry—as well as our tests for sign and sig-
nificance of the relationship between β coefficients and information asymmetry
(ρSR, bOLS, and γ)—for sorts based on either the level of (ASYiτ, Panel A) or
change in (�ASYiτ, Panel B) information asymmetry. Complete estimation de-
tails are available on request. We find that the debt-deficit coefficients β are gen-
erally increasing in adverse selection deciles—and their high-low ASYiτ-based
and �ASYiτ-based differences both economically and statistically significant
—in all of the volatility and turnover-based terciles.22 For instance, column
bOLS in Table 7 indicates that on average, for every dollar of financing deficit
to cover, firms in each turnover tercile issue nearly two additional cents of debt
more than firms in the same turnover tercile but in the next lower ASYiτ-based
or �ASYiτ-based decile. Accordingly, sign and significance of the coefficients
for ASYiτ and �ASYiτ in the fixed-effect regressions of Equations (4) and
(5) are unaffected by the inclusion of both turnover and stock return volatility

22 Similar inference stems from computing stock return volatility as the annual sum of daily square returns.
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(or their first differences) as additional explanatory variables to conventional
leverage factors (including firm size and tangibility, further discussed in Section
3.4), in columns (4) and (9) of Table 6.

Second, we construct a new index based exclusively on either the level of
(ASY∗

iτ) or the change in (�ASY∗
iτ) the four most direct measures of adverse

selection from the market microstructure literature in our sample—the adverse
selection portion of the quoted and effective bid-ask spread (ADiτ and RADiτ,
respectively), the interaction between trading volume and asset returns (C2iτ),
and the probability of informed trading (PINiτ)—at the cost of smaller sample
coverage. We then estimate Equation (1) within each of the resulting ASY∗

iτ-
based or �ASY∗

iτ-based deciles of firms and report the differences between the
β coefficients at the two extreme deciles and the corresponding slope statistics
in Panels A and B of Table A1 of the Appendix, respectively. We also estimate
the conventional leverage regressions of Section 3.2 (columns (1), (2), (4)–(7),
and (9)–(11) in Table 6) using this new index—i.e., by replacing ASYiτ and
�ASYiτ with ASY∗

iτ and �ASY∗
iτ in Equations (4) and (5), respectively. The

resulting estimated coefficients of interest (b1) are reported in Table A2 of the
Appendix. We find our previous inference from Tables 5 and 6 to be virtually
unaffected. For instance, (1) for every dollar of financing deficit to cover, firms
in the highest ASY∗

iτ decile issue 24.3 cents of debt more than firms in the lowest
ASY∗

iτ decile (the high-low β column in Panel A of Table A1), a difference
similar to that stemming from the original ASYiτ-based sorts (in Panel A of
Table 5); (2) all the corresponding slope statistics indicate that the estimated β

coefficients are nearly monotonically increasing in either ASY∗
iτ (γ = $0.043

in Equation (3)) or ASY∗
iτ-based rankings (ρSR = 0.903 and bOLS = $0.021);

and (3) the coefficient on ASY∗
iτ (b1) in Table A2 is positive and strongly

statistically significant (at the 1% level) in all the specifications of Equation
(4), as previously found for ASYiτ in Table 6. This is not surprising since
the Spearman rank correlation between the broader ASYiτ index and the first
principal component of only Z RADiτ, Z C2iτ, Z ADiτ, and Z PINiτ is high
(0.772).

Lastly, we repeat the analysis of Tables 5 and 6 using each of the four most
direct market microstructure measures of adverse selection in our sample sep-
arately. For example, in each fiscal year of our sample, we sort the available
firms based on either Z C2iτ or Z �C2iτ and estimate Equation (1) within each
Z C2iτ-based or Z �C2iτ-based decile of firms. Table A1 reports the differ-
ences between the β coefficients at the two extreme deciles of either Z RADiτ,
Z C2iτ, Z ADiτ, or Z PINiτ (Panel A), or Z �RADiτ, Z �C2iτ, Z �ADiτ, or
Z �PINiτ (Panel B) and the corresponding slope statistics; Table A2 reports
estimates of the adverse selection coefficient b1 in Equations (4) and (5) af-
ter replacing ASYiτ and �ASYiτ with the standardized level of or change in
either RADiτ, C2iτ, ADiτ, or PINiτ. This evidence suggests that the inference
based on these measures, despite their more limited sample coverage, is gen-
erally (although not uniformly) similar (both qualitatively and quantitatively)
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to that based on the broad adverse selection index in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
In particular, in most of the measure-specific tests in Table A1, both the es-
timated high-low β coefficient differences and the slope statistics ρSR, bOLS,
and γ are either economically and statistically similar or qualitatively simi-
lar (i.e., of the same sign but not statistically significant) to those reported in
Table 5.23 Further, Table A2 indicates that in all but two of the new sets of
measure-specific regressions, the relevant estimated coefficients b1 are positive
and, in most cases, strongly statistically significant as well (even after control-
ling for firm size, tangibility, turnover, and stock return volatility, in columns
(4) and (9)).

Overall, we conclude that (1) our measure of information asymmetry has sig-
nificant incremental explanatory power for the cross section of the relationship
between debt issuances and financing deficits, over and above such firm char-
acteristics as stock return volatility and stock liquidity; (2) the cross-sectional
variation in either the level of or changes in firms’ leverage is related to either
the extent of or changes in firm-level adverse selection; and (3) this inference is
generally robust to the procedure for the construction of our adverse selection
index and to the choice of index components.

3.4 Alternative measures of information asymmetry

As previously discussed, the corporate finance literature has employed several
alternative measures of the information environment of a firm. In light of com-
putational ease, firm size is probably the most common conditioning variable
in capital structure studies. It is often argued that the pecking order theory
should perform well for small firms since their information costs are likely to
be the largest (e.g., Frank and Goyal 2003, p. 237). Extant empirical evidence
strongly rejects this hypothesis by showing that the coefficient β in Equation (1)
is increasing (rather than decreasing) in firm size (e.g., Frank and Goyal 2003).
Yet, this evidence cannot be directly attributed to the extent of firms’ adverse
selection, for firm size is likely to capture other firm characteristics as well
(e.g., their reputation in debt markets or the extent their assets are diversified).
Tangibility of a firm’s assets is another common, easy-to-calculate proxy for
that firm’s information asymmetry problems. According to Harris and Raviv
(1991), adverse selection should be more severe, and the pecking order theory
more relevant, for firms whose assets are less tangible—i.e., more difficult to
value. However, Frank and Goyal (2003) find that firms with more tangible
assets tend to issue more debt, a result they attribute to these firms’ intrinsically
greater debt capacity.

23 The sole exception is the level of PIN, Z PINi t , for which the high-low β coefficient difference and corresponding
slope statistics are negative and statistically significant. Sample coverage for PIN is much more limited than for the
other direct adverse selection proxies (see Table 1). Nonetheless, inference from either debt-deficit regressions
across firm deciles based on changes in PIN (Z �PINi t in Panel B of Table A1) or conventional leverage
regressions (Table A2) is consistent with inference from ASYi t and �ASYi t . For more on the relationship
between PIN and firms’ leverage, see Agarwal and O’Hara (2006).
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We confirm these results in our sample. In unreported analysis, we sort
firms in each fiscal year into deciles of either size or tangibility from the
lowest to the highest and estimate the slope coefficient β in Equation (1) for
each decile. The resulting differences between the β coefficients at the two
extreme size and tangibility deciles are positive (0.568 and 0.393) and strongly
statistically significant (with t-statistics of 34.6 and 19.7). More important, those
estimated β coefficients are strictly increasing (e.g., ρSR = 1) in both size and
tangibility rankings. Consistently, the coefficients for sales and tangibility in the
conventional leverage regressions of Equation (4) in Table 6 are also positive
and strongly statistically significant (at the 1% level). Yet, this evidence cannot
be interpreted as rejecting the pecking order theory since these tests are joint
tests of whether the sorting variable (size or tangibility) is an adequate proxy for
firm-level adverse selection as well. The evidence in Tables 5 and 6 overcomes
this difficulty, for our measure of information asymmetry (ASYiτ and �ASYiτ)
is based exclusively upon market microstructure proxies, grounded in theory,
extracting the perceived intensity of firm-level adverse selection from observed
market prices and trades.

We nonetheless intend to ascertain whether firm size and tangibility su-
persede our information asymmetry index when testing for the pecking order
theory. To that purpose, we sort all firms into terciles of either size or tangibil-
ity in each of the fiscal years of the sample and estimate Equation (1) across
either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ deciles within each size and tangibility tercile. We
report the resulting differences between β coefficients at the two extreme ad-
verse selection deciles of firms and slope statistics in Table 7. The latter almost
uniformly indicate that the estimated β’s are nearly monotonically increasing
in the extent of (and change in) firms’ adverse selection within each size and
tangibility tercile. Accordingly, the estimated high-low ASYiτ-based (Panel A)
and �ASYiτ-based (Panel B) β differences are both positive and statistically
and economically significant for either small or large firms, or firms with few or
many tangible assets. For example, for every dollar of financing deficit to cover,
firms with highly tangible assets in the highest ASYiτ decile issue 29 cents of
debt more than firms with highly tangible assets but in the lowest ASYiτ decile
(with a t-statistic of 6.7). These results are consistent with those reported in Ta-
ble 6, where the coefficients for either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ in conventional lever-
age regressions are also positive and statistically and economically significant
despite the inclusion of net sales and tangibility among the regressors. This
evidence suggests that cross-sectional variation in adverse selection is large
enough—even across firms of similar observable characteristics as size and
tangibility—to relate to the cross section of firms’ capital structure decisions
in a statistically and economically significant fashion and consistent with the
pecking order theory.

The pecking order theory crucially depends on the information asymmetry
between firm managers (insiders) and markets being the friction leading to a
hierarchy of financing choices to minimize adverse selection costs of security
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issuance. Our market microstructure measures (and the resulting index ASYiτ or
�ASYiτ) are designed to capture the degree of information asymmetry among
market participants, which may arise from information asymmetry between
insiders and outsiders of the firm. Yet, as discussed earlier, these measures may
also proxy for asymmetry between a broader category of agents—informed
traders—and uninformed traders. Hence, our inference might be biased inso-
far as these informed traders are not (related to) the insiders (managers) of
the pecking order theory. To assess the relevance of these considerations, we
construct an alternative measure of adverse selection based on the intensity of
insider trading activity for each firm and in each fiscal year of the sample. For
that purpose, we collect insider trading data from the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) Ownership Reporting System (ORS) data file for as many
firms in our sample as possible. The SEC-ORS database contains all transac-
tions by insiders that are subject to disclosure according to Section 16(a) of
the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, and is available to us only between
1978 and 2000. Following Lakonishok and Lee (2001), we classify manage-
ment as insiders and identify their purchases and sales. We use this database
to compute the extent of insider trading activity for each firm i in each fiscal
year τ as one hundred times the percentage ratio between the total volume of
insider purchases and sales and the corresponding overall trading volume, ITiτ.
Intuitively, the greater this measure, the more intense is the trading activity of
firm i’s insiders in year τ; hence the greater may have been their information
advantage with respect to outsiders. Summary statistics for ITiτ (not reported
here) indicate that over the available sample period insider trading is uncom-
mon (a zero median), on average positive (1.39% of a firm’s annual trading
volume), but only weakly positively correlated to our information asymmetry
index and most firm characteristics.

We employ this alternative proxy ITiτ as follows. First, in unreported anal-
ysis, we sort firms in each fiscal year either into deciles of positive ITiτ from
the lowest to the highest or into a no-insider trading set (ITiτ = 0) and estimate
the slope coefficient β in Equation (1) for each grouping. We find that (1) even
in the absence of insider trading, firms fund 26% of their financing deficits
with debt (β = 0.262 with a t-statistic of 39.8); (2) the difference between
the β coefficients at the two extreme deciles of positive ITiτ firms is weakly
positive and small (0.053); and (3) none of the slope statistics is statistically
significant. Second, we sort all firms either into terciles of positive ITiτ or into
the no-insider trading set (ITiτ = 0) in each of the fiscal years of the sample
and then estimate Equation (1) across either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ deciles within
each ITiτ grouping. The resulting differences between β coefficients at the two
extreme adverse selection deciles of firms—as well as the corresponding slope
statistics (with the exception of ρSR)—are always positive, large, and strongly
statistically significant in Table 7—consistent with the pecking order theory
(as in Table 5)—not only in each of the three positive-ITiτ terciles of firms but
also within firms with no disclosed insider trading. For instance, Panel A of
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Table A2 indicates that on average, firms whose ITiτ = 0 and in the highest
ASYiτ decile issue 23 cents of debt more than firms whose ITiτ = 0 but in the
lowest ASYiτ decile. Third, we include ITiτ as an additional explanatory vari-
able in Equation (4), and its first difference (�ITiτ) as an additional explanatory
variable in Equation (5). We report estimates for these amended conventional
leverage regressions in columns (5) and (10) of Table 6. The coefficients on both
level of and change in insider trading are statistically insignificant—consistent
with the evidence in Table 7—while the inference on both ASYiτ and �ASYiτ

is unchanged.24

We conclude that our market microstructure-based index of firm-level ad-
verse selection appears to capture a facet of information asymmetry not sub-
sumed by size, tangibility, or intensity of insider trading and, as such, has
incremental, economically significant explanatory power for the cross section
of firms’ financing decisions over those firm attributes.

3.5 Tobin’s Q and information asymmetry

In its original formulation, the pecking order theory of Myers and Majluf (1984)
suggests that firms with fewer growth opportunities (i.e., with greater assets
in place) are more likely to issue debt to fund their financing deficits when
plagued by adverse selection problems. Intuitively, investors deem those firms’
managers are more likely to overvalue their assets in place; hence, those firms’
equity issuances are more likely to be undervalued. We test for this argument
in two ways. First, for each fiscal year τ, we sort the firms in our sample into
three terciles based on their Q ratios in that year. Consistent with the literature,
we interpret low (high) Q firms as firms with greater assets in place (growth
opportunities). We then estimate Equation (1) for each of the resulting 30 Q-
ASYiτ (and Q-�ASYiτ) subsets of firms and report the ensuing high-low β

coefficient differences and corresponding slope statistics in Panel A (Panel B)
of Table 7.

Table 5 shows that over the full sample the β coefficients are nearly monoton-
ically increasing across information asymmetry rankings, and the differences
between β coefficients at the extreme rankings are positive, large, and strongly
statistically significant. If the above argument is correct, we should expect those
differences to be larger, and the monotonic relation to be more pronounced,
among firms with lower Q ratios. According to Table 7, those firms do appear
to be the most sensitive to adverse selection considerations when funding their
deficits. For instance, Panel A shows that for every dollar of financing deficit to
cover, firms within the lowest Q ratio tercile but in the highest adverse selection
decile issue on average nearly 60 cents of debt more than firms in the same Q
ratio tercile but the lowest adverse selection decile; that difference statistically

24 Similar inference is drawn by computing ITiτ only with insider purchases (Lakonishok and Lee 2001).
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significantly declines (with t-statistics of 2.7 and 8.2) to about 40 cents and
20 cents for firms within the medium and high Q ratio terciles. In addition,
the extent to which firms whose ASYiτ is a unit greater than the mean in a
fiscal year issue more debt for every dollar of financing deficit to cover in
that year (column γ) is statistically significantly different (at the 1% level, in
unreported tests) and strictly decreasing across Q terciles (from nearly seven
cents to less than two cents).25 Sorting firms on changes in information asym-
metry (�ASYiτ in Panel B) leads to a similar inference.

Equations (4) and (5) allow us to perform a more challenging test of the
above argument. Specifically, we test whether—conditional on both the extent
of firms’ growth opportunities and the conventional set of explanatory fac-
tors for leverage—our proxies for either the level of or the change in adverse
selection better explain the cross section of either the level of or the change
in firm leverage. To that purpose, we augment Equation (4) with an interac-
tion term of Q ratioiτ and ASYiτ and Equation (5) with an interaction term of
�Q ratioiτ and �ASYiτ. We report the results of this estimation in columns (6)
and (11) of Table 6. If the effect of adverse selection on firm leverage is more
pronounced for firms that have relatively more assets in place (lower Q), the
estimated coefficients for both interaction terms should be negative and signif-
icant. The evidence in Table 6 strongly supports this prediction. In accordance
with Table 7, it indicates that U.S. firms’ debt issuance decisions are more sen-
sitive to information asymmetry considerations when assets in place represent
a greater portion of their value (low Q ratio), as postulated by the pecking order
theory.

3.6 Further robustness tests

The basic test of the pecking order theory of Equation (1) examines the rela-
tionship between a firm’s debt issuances and its financing deficits. According
to Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999, p. 224), Equation (1) “is not an accounting
identity”—since the definition of financing deficits (DEFiτ of Equation (2))
does not include equity issues or buybacks—but is meant to capture the extent
to which the main implication of the pecking order theory, in its strict interpre-
tation, holds in the data: any aggregate nonzero deficit, regardless of its source,
should be funded with debt. Thus, Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) aggregate
the accounting data in Equation (2) into DEFiτ. However, the ensuing regres-
sion of Equation (1) does not control for the possibility that, ceteris paribus,
some firms may not need any funds (and so may not issue any debt) because
they are experiencing little or no growth in their business activity. The presence

25 Similarly, column bOLS in Table 7 indicates that on average, low Q firms fund through debt nearly four cents of
financing deficit more than firms in the same Q tercile but in the next lower ASYiτ-based decile; the estimated
bOLS coefficient is statistically significantly lower (at the 10% level, in unreported tests) by almost three cents
for the high Q tercile, and statistically insignificant for the medium Q tercile of firms.
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of such firms in the sample may bias our analysis toward rejection of a less
strict interpretation of the pecking order theory.

We address this issue by amending Equation (1) to include each of the three
main sources of firms’ financing deficits—dividends, investments, and cash
flow—separately (along the lines of Frank and Goyal 2003) as follows:

�Diτ = α + β1DIViτ + β2INViτ + β3CFiτ + εiτ, (6)

where INViτ = CAPEXiτ + �WCiτ captures a firm’s demand for funds due to
its real investments. Equation (6) allows us to establish which of the explicitly
disaggregated components of DEFiτ is driving the cross-sectional relationship
between funding needs, debt issuance, and adverse selection found in Table 5.
A strict interpretation of the pecking order theory requires that β1 = β2 =
−β3 = 1. The basic assumption of the modified version of the theory implies
that the absolute value of each of these coefficients be increasing in the severity
of adverse selection problems plaguing the issuing firms. In particular, ceteris
paribus, a firm’s financing needs that are more directly related to the growth of
its business (such as INViτ, its real investments) should be more likely to be
funded with debt (i.e., β2 is greater) the greater is the information asymmetry
about that firm’s business.

We report the resulting differences between the estimated βn coefficients
at the two extreme adverse selection deciles of firms and the corresponding
slope statistics (ρSR, bOLS, and γ) in Table A1 of the Appendix. Those statistics
indicate that estimates for β1, β2, and |β3| are nearly monotonically increas-
ing across deciles of severity of information asymmetry, consistent with the
modified version of the pecking order theory. In particular, so is the coeffi-
cient for funding needs related to a firm’s investment activity (INViτ)—i.e.,
more directly related to its growth. For example, the difference between esti-
mated β2 in Equation (6) for the highest and lowest adverse selection deciles of
firms is always large (0.307 for ASYiτ-based sorts, in Panel A, and 0.243 for
�ASYiτ-based sorts, in Panel B) and statistically significant (with t-statistics
of 12.6 and 12.8). We conclude that information asymmetry is an impor-
tant determinant of a firm’s capital structure choice in response to each of
its funding needs, including when those needs are driven by that firm’s real
investments.

4. Conclusion

We use a novel information asymmetry index—based on either the level or
change in adverse selection measures developed by the market microstructure
literature—to reexamine several popular tests of the pecking order theory. Our
index relies exclusively on measures of the market’s assessment of adverse
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selection risk, rather than on ex ante firm characteristics, and displays sensible
economic properties.

We find that firm-level asymmetric information considerations are
important—albeit not the sole—determinants of the cross section of level and
change in leverage of U.S. firms over the past three decades. These findings are
robust to the procedure for the construction of our measure of adverse selection
index, to the choice of its components, as well as to controlling for conven-
tional leverage factors (size, tangibility, Q ratio, profitability), the sources of
firms’ financing needs, and such firm attributes as stock return volatility, stock
turnover, and intensity of insider trading.

Our evidence does not corroborate a strict interpretation of the pecking
order theory. Nonetheless, it indicates that a modified pecking order theory
finds the greatest support, both statistically and economically, when its basic
assumption—severe adverse selection—holds the most in the data. Consistent
with Myers (2001), we believe the latter constitutes the theory’s most appro-
priate benchmark.

Appendix

Table A1

Further pecking order tests

Panel A: Level-based deciles Panel B: Change-based deciles

High-low β t-stat ρSR bOLS γ High-low β t-stat ρSR bOLS γ

ASY∗
iτ 0.243a 11.5 0.903a 0.021a 0.043a �ASY∗

iτ 0.200a 10.2 0.709b 0.016a 0.049a

Z RADiτ 0.205a 11.1 0.648b 0.012b 0.057a Z �RADiτ 0.147a 9.1 0.527 0.012b 0.066a

Z C2iτ 0.114a 7.7 0.297 0.008 0.046a Z �C2iτ 0.144a 8.3 0.806a 0.014a 0.063a

Z ADiτ 0.003 0.2 0.309 0.002 0.004 Z �ADiτ 0.008 0.2 −0.127 −0.001 0.001
Z PINiτ −0.222a −3.4 −0.855a −0.024a −0.056a Z �PINiτ 0.097 1.3 0.152 0.008 0.012

Panel C: ASYiτ-based deciles Panel D: �ASYiτ-based deciles

High-low βn t-stat ρSR bOLS γ High-low βn t-stat ρSR bOLS γ

β1 0.410a 3.4 0.612c 0.030b 0.068a β1 0.542a 5.6 0.600c 0.051b 0.046a

β2 0.307a 12.6 0.612c 0.019b 0.027a β2 0.243a 12.8 0.733b 0.018a 0.034a

β3 −0.248a −9.4 −0.624c −0.017a −0.017a β3 −0.191a −9.7 −0.745b −0.014a −0.022a

Panels A and B report estimates for the difference between β coefficients in Equation (1) for the highest and lowest
information asymmetry deciles of firms based on either ASY∗

iτ , Z RADiτ , Z C2iτ , Z ADiτ , and Z PINiτ (i.e., levels)
or �ASY∗

iτ , Z �RADiτ , Z �C2iτ , Z �ADiτ , and Z PINiτ (i.e., changes), as well as the coefficient γ for an additional
interaction term of DEFiτ and either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ (γ) in Equation (1) (e.g., Equation (3)). Panels C and D report
estimates for the coefficients βn in Equation (6) across deciles of firms sorted by either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ , as well as
the coefficient γ for an additional interaction term of DEFiτ and either ASYiτ or �ASYiτ (γ) in Equation (6). a, b, c
denote statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively, assessed with (heteroskedasticity) robust standard errors
adjusted for firm-level clustering; the resulting t-statistics are to the right of the corresponding estimate. ρSR and bOLS

are the Spearman rank correlation and linear regression coefficient, respectively, between the corresponding variable and
either the ASYiτ-based or the �ASYiτ-based rankings.
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Table A2

Further conventional leverage regressions

OLS Tobit OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS OLS

Equation (4) (1) (2) (4) (5) (6) Equation (5) (7) (9) (10) (11)

ASY∗
iτ 0.577a 0.965a 0.408a 1.341a 0.623a �ASY∗

iτ 0.220b 0.203b 0.179b 0.214b

7.6 9.7 7.7 7.8 8.2 2.4 2.2 2.0 2.3

Z RADiτ −0.305a −0.912a −0.255a −0.412b −0.298a Z �RADiτ −0.071c −0.049 −0.055 −0.083b

−6.2 −13.7 −5.3 −2.2 −6.0 −1.8 −1.3 −1.4 −2.1

Z C2iτ 0.201a 0.432a 0.232a 0.596b 0.210a Z �C2iτ 0.0003 0.073 −0.019 −0.0009
3.9 5.2 4.6 2.1 4.2 0.01 0.2 −0.5 −0.02

Z ADiτ 0.025 0.145 0.192b 0.195c 0.031 Z �ADiτ 0.089 0.083 0.119 0.089
0.3 1.2 2.2 1.8 0.4 1.0 0.9 1.3 1.0

Z PINiτ 0.480b 2.164a 0.306 0.367 0.470b Z �PINiτ 0.178c 0.183c 0.187c 0.186c

2.3 8.8 1.5 0.8 2.3 1.8 1.8 1.9 1.9

This table reports estimates for the coefficient b1 from firm fixed effects and Tobit panel regressions of Equation
(4) for Leverageiτ = DMAiτ , where we replace ASYiτ with ASY∗

iτ , Z RADiτ , Z C2iτ , Z ADiτ , or Z PINiτ (i.e.,
levels), and from fixed effects regressions of Equation (5) for �Leverageiτ = �DMAiτ , where we replace �ASYiτ with
�ASY∗

iτ , Z �RADiτ , Z �C2iτ , Z �ADiτ , or Z �PINiτ (i.e., changes). The column number in parentheses refers to the
corresponding regression specification in Table 6. a, b, c denote statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively,
assessed with (heteroskedasticity) robust standard errors adjusted for firm-level clustering; the resulting t-statistics are
reported below the estimates for b1. Each estimate is multiplied by 100.
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